ABOUT US
Bijou is the offshoot of Mr. Vijay Beri’s Group of Educational Institutes since
1986. It has been providing education from PG to PG i.e. Play Group to Post
Graduation. Bijou Group has come a long way under the leadership of Mr.Veejay
Beri, the Chairman who is a thriving entrepreneur and has an experience of more
than 3 decades.
Bijou Group is a galaxy of educational institutions educating from playgroup to
post graduation. These institutes have world class infrastructure, salubrious and
well maintained Wi-Fi enabled campuses and conducive environment for providing
education that can be benchmarked against the best in the world. The growing
number of institutes under this umbrella signifies how the need to provide
meaningful education to a large number of people, desirous of growing into
educated and liberated human beings has been fulfilled.
Under the guidance of Ms.Jayashree Menon the President of the centre who herself
is an educationist with a vast experience of almost 2 decades ,Bijou language
Training Centre( BLTC) has been offering a wide range of English courses for test
preparation ( IELS, TOEFL, GRE, GMAT) and Corporate Training. Further BSA
(BIJOU STUDY ABROAD) was conceived with the objective to assist and guide
students to make them the right choice with regard to pursue Overseas Education.
In the past few operational years we have trained many students for IELTS/
TOEFL/ PTE and many other English language exams and also extended support
by helping them with their admissions in Overseas Universities and thereby
enabled them to fulfill their dreams. Under highly qualified staff members we have
kept ourselves updated with the various educational changes which are taking
place in the World of Degrees. We are providing not only intensive counseling for

different programmes’ suitable to the student’s profile but also guiding them
regarding education at various countries like UK, Canada, Australia, USA, New
Zealand, Ireland etc. In addition we also assist in Visa processing and counseling.

